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Re:  Putative member of BCSC Action N. S135590
 
To Whom It May Concern- 
  
Regarding BC Hydro's recent letter to me regarding an "Opt-Out" fee for retaining my current analog 
meter.  I understand that the BCUC has yet to rule on their right to do so, and would like to weigh in 
on the subject.  
 
Currently, BC Hydro is allowing residents with analog meters to phone in a meter reading to provide 
accuracy in billing.  In this day in age, when digital media is what it is, the idea of $35/month (or 
$420/year) to keep my analog meter when I can just as easily send them a photo of my meter 
reading is exhorbitant.  
 
BC Hydro feels that e-mail is a more than adequate way to send me my bill every month, under the 
auspices of saving money on paper billing and being more "environmentally conscious." To this end 
then, allowing those who wish to exercise their rights to privacy and remain as free as possible from 
the potentially ill effects of EMR to provide BC Hydro with the means to bill as accurately as 
possible, while also reducing the carbon footprint of meter readers and subsequent costs involved, 
seems like a no brainer.  Unless, of course, the purpose of this fee is to further pad the pockets.  
 
BC Hydro is stating that roughly 60,000 homes in BC still retain an anaolg meter.  That, multiplied 
by $420/year is equal to $25,200,000 per YEAR that they will generate in additional revenue from 
those of us that are not sold on the Smart Meter being a good thing.  Over 20 years (BC Hydro's 
stated Smart-Meter lifespan) that is an additional $504 MILLION dollars.  And all of this is on top of 
their request to raise rates by an additional 27% over the course of the next three years.  
 
Assuming my current usage does not change, (I'm a 61 year woman living alone) my bill will go 
from 62.00 in Summer and 110.00 in winter - to 97.00 in summer and 145.00 per month in 
Winter.   I'm unemployed and my CPP pays me only 265.00 a month which has to cover all my bills, 
not just hydro.  My elderly Mother pays for my rent and food with her fixed pensions.. Impossible.
 
I do feel that they are going to get their pound of flesh already, and that there is no need for an Opt-
out fee, short of the purpose being to bully the holdouts into releasing their analogs and embracing 
the Smart Meter. 
  
I urge the BCUC to make their decision based on what is best for the people of the Province, as 
opposed to what big business is lobbying for. 
  
Sincerely,  

E-451
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